
OUTSIDE OF THEIR DIGITAL 
HABITS, what makes GEN Z 

UNIQUE?

Generation
Connected,  Driven,  Inspired to Change the World       

Gen Z 
(<19) 
25.9%

Millennials 
(20-37) 
24.5%

Gen X 
(38-49) 
15.4%

Baby  
Boomers 
(50-68) 
23.6%

Swing 
(69+) 
10.5%

They make up one  
quarter of the population
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They’re on 
 track to become  

the largest generation 
of consumers by

In fact, they’ve already got  

a lot of buying power

ZZ
INDEPENDENTLY

Influence within  
 their households

up to $143 Billion 
Annually

% of moms who feel their Gen Z child is influential  
when making a purchase decision about…

Unsurprisingly, THEY SPEND 
MOST OF THEIR TIME + MONEY  

ONLINE

sources: Sparks & Honey | Forbes | Barkley + Futurecast  | Digital Training Institute | Pew Research | JWT Intelligence

52% 
Use social media as 
 a research tool for  

school projects

-8th grader, 
Charlottesville, VA

“I get invited to parties 
on Snapchat”  

Gen Z is actively  
disrupting the way 
we use Social Media

For work And Play They’re 
Multitasking…

BUT Their attention  
spans are short

% who use 
these devices 

 multiple times  
per day

Toys- 84% Clothes- 74%Dinner- 73% Entertainment- 69% Vacation- 65%

TV- 60% Cell/Mobile- 55% Computer- 52% Cars- 29%Furniture- 32%

72%

76%
25%

88%

13%

8  
seconds

They Communicate in 

BITE SIZES + 
symbols ! " ✨ $ ❤ 

Studies show their brains have 
evolved to be cognitively nimble

non-digital 
communication 

skills

-Teacher, Pew 
Research Survey

“Some lack situational  
awareness and are oblivious  
to their surroundings.”

And, this digital-forward evolution 
may be negatively impacting their

$16.90/ week 
Average allowance 

 of a Gen Z kid

DRIVEN

Altruistic

Diverse

4 of 5 high schoolers 
believe they’re more driven 

than their peers

61% 
of high schoolers want  
to be an entrepreneur

DIY/Crowdsourced/Youtube culture 
underpin these attitudes

Gen z intends to change the world

26% 
16-19 year-  

olds regularly 
volunteer

Issues they want to solve

world  
hunger- 78%

Preventable   
disease- 77%

Climate  
Change- 76%

+50% 
Increase in multiracial  

youth population 
since 2000

60M 
Americans living in 
multigenerational 

households

Diversity + Non-normativity 
integral to their cultural 
and personal experiences 

56% 
Know someone who uses 
gender-neutral pronouns

How can brands speak to this diverse group of driven,  
altruistic digital natives with short attention spans?

1 2 3
Celebrate Diversity Cultivate Brevity Show, don’t tell
Depict  and support them as ethically, 
sexually, and fashionably diverse, and 

speak to them as if they are mature 
adults, active in making diverse choices 

for themselves. They are smart, inclusive, 
and capable - and they know it. 

Video is king for these digital 
natives and they won’t pay 

attention for long. Focus your 
content strategy on bite-sized, 
consumer-first content with a  

clear call to action. 

This generation is entrepreneurial- 
they love making and learning. 
Show them how to interact with 

your brand. Consider tutorials  
or DIY experiences to pique and  

keep their interest. 

Video is key to  
capturing them

Across 5 screens, on average

And always 
plugged-in


